
Call of the Sea 

Chapter 10 – Our next leg from Eureka to Fort Bragg, CA would be a long one so the 

day started at 0300.  We were underway from Woodley Is Marina by 0447.  It took 

about an hour driving the boat out the bay. The bay was dark with a few lights along 

the shore reducing our night vision instead of aiding our travel.   As we crossed the 

bar, Sunnyside went into total darkness again until the sun finally rose over Northern 

California. 

The wind grew with the daylight and we we were able to sail for an hour before it 

dropped off again putting us back on the Iron Jenney.  The wind seems to be either 

too much or too little most of the time. As a result we end up on the diesel engine.  

Occasionally for the few hours ride the ocean waves under sail is similar to that 

perfect golf shot that every golfer makes once in a 

while.   That is why we keep going back for the 

moment.   

We arrived at Fort Bragg at 1837 (6:37 PM) just before sun set.  

Fort Bragg is a quaint fishing harbor with a very tight entrance.  

We were happy no large fishing boat were coming out as it would 

have been like passing a car on a one lane bridge. 

The plan was to leave the next morning for Bodega Bay.  

However, the weather forecast did not look good.  NOAA weather service was predicting high winds and 

hazardous seas for several days.  As we said in the Navy, “any port in a storm”. 

So!   We ventured out to see Fort Bragg on foot.  Fort Bragg is 

nice little community with very friendly people.  It had 

primarily been a major fishing village, but with the fishing 

season being shorted extensively by the state of California, the 

fishermen were losing their boats and going out of business.     

Our fishermen going out of business while the Asian countries 

are sitting off our shores catching fish to sell?  That does not 

seem fair, but that is another whole story! 

Had to happen I guess.  I busted a tooth (cap).   I had chipped 

another tooth a short time before, but now I had two that needed repair.   In the past this has been a 

two to three week effort to get prepped to install after the laboratory made the new tooth.   That was 

not consistent with cruising down the coast.  By chance I found a dentist that was within walking 

distance from the marina that could take me in that afternoon.   Doctor Rick McMillen came to my 

rescue.  He had purchased new technology where he took pictures of the tooth and prep then a 



machine chiseled out a new tooth from a porcelain block.  Wow!  One hour prep, wait and hour, install 

new tooth.  How cool is that.  A second surprise was that this was the first cap I ever had installed that 

actually fit the first time without grinding it to fit.  What a cool technology.  On top of all the good 

service, Rick & Betty McMillen came over to our boat for an evening to check out the cruising lifestyle 

over a glass or two of wine.  A couple of days later they took Pat and I to lunch and then gave us a 

guided tour of Fort Bragg.   What great people.  What a dentist! 

After a week the weather was still at gale force winds and hazardous seas.  There were a few vessels 

that came in from San Francisco and ended up leaving their boats in Fort Bragg as they had almost lost 

their boats on the way up to Fort Bragg as a result of the weather.  We were happy not to take the sea 

challenge at this time. 

The weather was fine ashore, lots of sun, and light breeze with a few clouds.   

It was hard to believe that just a few miles off shore the sea was trying to 

claim the vessels at sea.   One of the local sailboats tried to venture out.  

When he turned back, the Coast Guard would not let them cross the bar as a 

result of the turbulence on the bar as a result of the extremely low water on 

the bar.  The poor folks sat on their anchor bouncing around in circles for 

several days before the Coast Guard finally let them come into the harbor.   

When they came in, they got off and went away.  The boat may be for sale 

now.  We did not see them again.   Watching them bounce around on anchor 

was enough to keep us tied to the dock for several more days. 

While in Fort Bragg we got to know other sailors heading south from Puget 

Sound and Canada.  Since we were all stuck in Fort Bragg, we did a lot of boat maintenance; change oil, 

refold sails, washing the boat, washing the dog, etc.  They say cruising is fixing your boat in exotic places.  

Fort Bragg was not that exotic, but a good place to practice for later. 

  We had some other friends that had left Fort Bragg just before we arrived.   They had been spending 

the storm at sea period farther south in Bodega Bay.   We received emails telling us how great Bodega 

Bay was to stay at.   We were looking forward to moving on.  Fort Bragg is another place we will return 

to someday.   

Finally after thirteen days at Fort Bragg we finally were able to get underway for Bodega Bay.  If you 

don’t remember, Bodega Bay is where the Alfred Hitchcock movie the birds was filmed.   We are hoping 

the birds are calm now. 

We are “Living our Dream”.   
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